Sight words in UPP arranged by sound (bracketed words are not sight words, but words added to show the sound-spelling pattern) www.thephonicspage.org

BE HE SHE ME WE
I [HI PI]
GO SO NO
MY TRY WHY BY FLY

HÀD ÂND ÂT ÂSK FÃST ÂN ĈÃN
ÂM RÃN ÒHÃT BLÃCK

YĨS BĚST GĚT RĚD LĚT ÒHĚN
WÈNT TĚN ÒHĚM WÃN

BĨG DĨD ĖN HĨM SĪT ĖT ĖTS ĖF
WĨSH SĨX PĨCK ĖHS WĨCH WĨTH

GŎT HŎT ŎFF ŎN LŎNG NŎT STŎP

1 Sight words in UPP arranged by sound (bracketed words are not sight words, but words added to show the sound-spelling pattern) www.thephonicspage.org
RŨN  ĄȚE  ĂȚ E  MĂĐĔ  MĂKĔ  TĂKĔ  GĂVĔ
MŬCH  Ă  Ă
SĂY  MĂY  PLĂY  THĔY  [  HEY  GŔËY ]
SĔĔ  GŔĔN  KĔĔP  SĹĔP  THŔĔĔ  ĖÄT
*RĔĂD  ĂLĔAN

FĪVE  LĬKE  RĬDĔ  WĬHĬTE
LĬĠHT  RĬĠHT

BLŬĒ  NĔŬ  [GĹŬĒ  RŬĔ  FŬ  DŔĔW]

SĬNG  BRĬNG  GŎĬNG  DRĬŅK
ĬHING  ÐHancode

2  Sight words in UPP arranged by sound (bracketed words are not sight words, but words added to show the sound-spelling pattern)  www.thephonicspage.org
LITTΛ L FUNNY
[ BΛTΛ L RΛDDΛ L DΛZZY PΛNNY ]

GRΛW SHΛW ΩWN YΛLLΛW

HOΛ NΩN DΩN BΡWN
OUT FOUND ROUND

RAΛ ΛΡΑΛ

GOOD LOOK

TOΛ ΣΟΛN

ΜΥ-ΣΕΛF
Ο-ΡΕΝ Ο-ΒΕΡ

3 Sight words in UPP arranged by sound (bracketed words are not sight words, but words added to show the sound-spelling pattern) www.thephonicspage.org
ALL ĈÂLL FÂLL SMÂLL
TĚLL WĚLL HĚLP WĬLL FŬLL PŬLL

FAR START
OR FŎR
FIRST HER HURT
ȳfter BĔTTER ûNDER
OUR OUR
HERE [MERE ĖHERE ERĒ]

WANT WÂSH
WÂRM [WÂRT WÂRDĒN]
WORK [WŎRD WŎRTĬ]

ÂGĂĬN (ÂLT. ÂGĂĬN)
ABOUT ĖROUND ĖAWÂY
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Sight words in UPP arranged by sound (bracketed words are not sight words, but words added to show the sound-spelling pattern)

www.thephonicspage.org

ãs hãs ɔlwãys ʰers
ĩs hĩs ɡœs pлеãsɛ
θɛsɛ ˈθɔsɛ *uísɛ wãs

ɔf

ˈkũ ˈsʌmɛ ˈdɔnɛ
fɾɔm [ˈlʌvɛ ˈdɔvɛ]
dœs 𝐪węt

tɔ ˈdɔ ˈɪntɔ tɔdɔˈɛ ˈtɔɡətʰər

bɛkəusɛ ˈbɛn ʃɔl
pɾɛtɛtɪ ˈpʌt ˈseɪd juʻ
*

* rẽæd
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KIND  FIND  BOTH
OLD  COLD  HOLD

ANY  MANY

NEVER  SEVEN  UPON  ONLY

DON'T

HAVE  GIVE  *LIVE
(ALT. LIVE)

6  Sight words in UPP arranged by sound (bracketed words are not sight words, but words added to show the sound-spelling pattern) www.thephonicspage.org
WOULD COULD [SHOULD]
KNOW [KNIFE]
WRITE [WRONG]
EIGHT WALK [TALK]
ARE BEFORE

WHO [WHOSE WHOLE]

CARRY
FOUR YOUR
EVERY
THEIR THERE WHERE VERY

7 Sight words in UPP arranged by sound (bracketed words are not sight words, but words added to show the sound-spelling pattern) www.thephonicspage.org
ā ā
ān

THE ĖND
THE Ū BĒĂNS

Tŵ ŬO BŶ Ī LĂUGH

wū ē wū s ē

ONE ONČE
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